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Abstract

This paper presents research in the field of knowledge management for geo-spatial imagery including scanned aerial photos and satellite images. We have developed a web-based system that allows users to query a database of images not only using metadata, but also drawing sketches of configurations of objects they are interested in as well as inputting textual descriptions of their intended task. Our system integrates case-based reasoning techniques to form a knowledge base from previously issued queries that can be exploited to improve future query processing and to build organizational memory through experience capture. The effective design and implementation of a user-friendly graphic user interface plays an important role for the system to provide improved human–computer interaction and decision support.
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1. Introduction

The purpose of our research is the development of a knowledge management system called MaGIK (Managing Geo-Spatial Imagery and Knowledge) for the retrieval of geo-spatial imagery matching user-sketched configurations of objects, metadata and task descriptions. The functionality that users require from such a system is twofold:

- Be able to retrieve the images and geo-spatial data they need, and
- Be able to use, augment and manipulate the retrieved images and data to highlight task-relevant information, as well as to capture the results of their interactions in a knowledge base for future support.

For example, a company that uses geo-spatial data for urban planning projects may employ such a system to assist in selecting the location for new civil developments. From a task-based standpoint, the most relevant work product lies not merely in the applicable visual data, but in descriptions of why and how the information has been collected and to what ends it has been successfully (or unsuccessfully) employed. A clear advantage is provided by capturing and leveraging essential underlying information. It is also advantageous to measure and record the human expertise involved in applying such information as part of the organisational task.

The MaGIK system that we are currently developing extends and augments our previous work on sketch-based image retrieval (Agouris, Bertolotto, Carswell, & Stefanidis, 2000, 2002; Carswell, 2000) by providing knowledge management support as well as a user-friendly graphical user interface for improved human–computer interaction and decision support. Classical retrieval systems would require the user to formulate his/her query in a given database language, possibly with the use of a graphical interface where he/she can type in attribute characteristics of the objects. However, these systems would not allow the user to formulate the query in a visual way (e.g., by means of a sketch) and they would not take the shape of objects into consideration. A sketch is a very effective and intuitive way of expressing what the user has in mind. Additionally, sketch-based queries are important in applications where shape is an essential characteristic and they facilitate human–computer interaction by allowing the users to visualise the spatial configuration they want to retrieve. An example of a sketch-based query is shown in Fig. 1 below where the user is interested in retrieving images containing a road intersection, groups of houses and a stadium.

The sketch-based query facility is an innovative aspect of our system and provides users with an option of formulating their queries by drawing sketches (e.g., with the aid of a pen-based input device) of the spatial configuration of objects they intend to retrieve.

Our current system, does not rely solely on the sketch-based image matching algorithms developed in (Carswell, 2000), it may be integrated with any sketch-based retrieval system or algorithms.
Therefore besides a sketch of object configurations additional metadata regarding the geographic area (e.g., Boston, Massachusetts, USA) and scale (e.g., 2 m per pixel) associated with the query, and task description outlining the specific purpose of the search can also be input to the MaGIK system by the user. Fig. 2 illustrates an example of a task description a user may enter with regard to the development of a shopping center.

The imagery retrieved by the system in response to such a query consists of a ranked list of images that match the users requirements according to a computed
similarity metric. Once the relevant information has been retrieved, the user can highlight and elucidate the particular aspects of the imagery that address overarching task-based goals. For example, if a new shopping center is being planned, the user may annotate a retrieved image by highlighting areas of undeveloped land adjacent to areas of housing and areas of good infrastructure, in order to justify a proposed new location. The queries, annotations, and rationale can then be stored as an encapsulated parcel of knowledge in the context of the civil planning task. This parcel can be stored in a knowledge base, thus growing corporate knowledge assets, and can therefore be re-used to support future tasks. For example, if there are records of how the earlier shopping center locations were chosen, those earlier experiences could be used to inform the user of the query process involved in these earlier tasks. This can provide an insight into the rationale behind earlier choices that may apply to the current task. Fig. 3 schematically shows the addition of the knowledge base for experience capture and re-use to a sketch-based image retrieval system.

This paper provides an overview of the system as a whole and then focuses on the latest developments on its knowledge management and task-based querying capabilities.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes related work. Section 3 describes the system architecture design. Section 4 is dedicated to the image retrieval component of our system and the metrics employed in such retrieval. Section 5 discusses how the knowledge management techniques have been integrated into the system to allow for more intelligent image retrieval. Section 6 focuses on how we have implemented the outlined system. Section 7 describes some initial system evaluation and discusses the results of this evaluation. Finally, Section 8 outlines some conclusions and future work.
2. Related work

The scope of our research ranges from geo-spatial information handling and retrieval to human–computer interaction to knowledge management. Within these areas we focus on specific topics whose related work is described in the following.

2.1. Image retrieval by content

Extensive research is being conducted in the field of geographic information systems (GIS) to find efficient methods for storing and retrieving geo-spatial information. Two different formats are used for the representation of geo-spatial data: raster and vector. We concentrate on data in raster format including scanned aerial photos, satellite images, etc. However, additional information can be associated with such data in the form of textual descriptions (metadata) and object attribute information (semantic meaning of the objects contained in a given image).

Since the advent of digital scanners and sensors beginning in the late 1970s, (Chang & Reuss, 1978; Zloof, 1975) image database querying has become a major area of research. Most of the efforts during this time have focused on analysing and comparing the lower-frequency properties of digital imagery. These include: colour, in the form of histogram matching; texture, in the form of image coarseness and contrast matching and composition, where an image is divided into homogeneous regions of colour or texture and the relative positions of these regions analysed (Carson, Belongie, Greenspan, & Malik, 1997; Niblack et al., 1997; Forsyth et al., 1996; Frankel, Swain, & Athitsos, 1996; Gupta, Weymouth, & Jain, 1991; Ogle & Stonebraker, 1995; Pentland, Picard, & Sclaroff, 1996; Sclaroff, Taycher, & La Cascia, 1997).

The expression “image retrieval by content” (Gudivada & Raghavan, 1995) in this paper refers to retrieving images matching to the higher-frequency image characteristics, more specifically, actual shape information (synonymous with outline or edges) of features contained within the imagery, e.g. the outline of a building or buildings. Furthermore, we are interested in doing so completely in the raster/spatial domain.

The majority of work in the area of feature matching has shown some success through matching the image-objects in the vector domain (Blaser, 1998; Chang, 1997; Cohen & Guibas, 1996; Jagadish, 1991; Mehrotra & Gray, 1993). This requires that the raster imagery be converted into scenes of vector objects, often together with attributes and other semantics such as topology before they can be queried. As the process of converting raster imagery into vector scenes of objects is not yet fully automated, this task remains tedious and should not be considered as given.

From a theoretical point of view, to obtain an “optimal” performance in an image information environment, some operations are better or easier done in the raster domain while others are more efficient in the vector domain. Defining spatial relations, for example, the topological (disjoint, touching, overlapping, etc.), directional (above, below, north, south, etc.) and metric (distance) relationships between objects is easier in the vector domain, where properties of the individual objects are known beforehand, (Blaser, 1998; Chang, 1997; Cohen & Guibas, 1996; Jagadish, 1991;
Mehrotra & Gray, 1993), while feature matching is usually done in the raster domain (Agouris & Schenk, 1996; Gonzalez & Woods, 1992; Mehrotra & Gray, 1995). It is well known that the integration of the two domains is still an open problem.

Some cases of image retrieval systems automatically extract keywords (metadata) about the imagery through the analysis of the location (URL) where the image is found on the WWW or from the text in which the image is embedded. Other semantic and/or metadata information in the form of general image colour, texture, dimension, shape, file type, size, and date can also be extracted automatically and indeed are used by some image retrieval systems, e.g. Chabot (Ogle & Stonebraker, 1995), Candid (Kelly, Cannon, & Hush, 1995), Cypress (Carson et al., 1997; Forsyth et al., 1996), ImageRover (Sclaroff et al., 1997), Jacob (Ardizzone & La Cascia, 1997), WebSeer (Frankel et al., 1996), VisualSeek (Smith & Chang, 1996), FIBSSR (Mehrotra & Gray, 1995), Nishida (Nishida, 1999), QBIC (Niblack et al., 1997), PICTION (Srihari, 1995), PhotoBook (Pentland et al., 1996), Virage (Hampapur et al., 1997), Lyco Media Search (http://www.lycos.com/picturethis/), Yahoo Image Surfer (http://ipix.yahoo.com/) and others (Athitsos, Swain, & Frankel, 1997; Kaupinnen, Seppnaen, & Pietikaainen, 1995; Persoon & Fu, 1977; Smith & Chang, 1997). This definition of image “content” however is not the same as that used in this project. For example, none of the above mentioned systems take into account the actual shape of the objects contained within the imagery. This is understandable of course since the process for generating (extracting) the objects (features) from a raw raster image is not yet straight forward, i.e. not yet fully automated. Table 1 presents a direct comparison of the defining characteristics between the major visual information management systems (VIMS) described in the current literature. The last entry (MaGIK) in Table 1 refers to the image retrieval approach utilized by this research.

First attempts at improved information retrieval employed metadata information to filter the datasets. This approach requires that the metadata associated with available datasets be sufficiently descriptive of the content of those datasets. It has been shown that the use of metadata alone is no longer adequate in terms of intelligent information retrieval.

Indeed, advances in sensor/scanner technology have resulted in the availability of constantly increasing volumes of more and more complex geo-spatial datasets. The increased volume and complexity of data necessitates the development of novel methods to efficiently retrieve information from these large geo-spatial databases. To be effective, these methods have to take into account the actual shape of objects contained within the imagery. The system we are implementing overcomes the limitation of current systems by enabling queries based on the shape of objects sketched directly by the user.

2.2. Knowledge management

As part of an overall effort in intelligent geo-spatial information systems, we are developing case-based knowledge management support for libraries of geo-spatial imagery. Our work exploits existing work in case-based reasoning (Kolodner, 1993; Leake, 1996) for knowledge re-use. Previous case-based reasoning work has
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Color, text and/or texture queries</th>
<th>Vector shape queries</th>
<th>Raster shape queries</th>
<th>Manual/semi-auto image preprocessing</th>
<th>Automatic image pre-processing</th>
<th>Aerial/satellite imagery</th>
<th>Multimedia type imagery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chabot</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candid</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VisualSeek</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cypress</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ImageRover</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yahoo Image Surfer</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyco Media Search</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WebSeer</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WebSeek</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIBSSR</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nishida</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourier Descriptors</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QBIC</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PICATION</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhotoBook</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virage</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaGIK</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
addressed knowledge management ([Aarts, 1998; Becerra-Fernandez & Aha, 1999; Klahr, 1997; Leake & Wilson, 2001]), textual case-based reasoning (Lenz & Ashley, 1998; Wilson & Bradshaw, 2000), and geo-spatial and image retrieval (Grimnes & Aamodt, 1996; Gross, Zimring, & Do, 1994; Holt & Benwell, 1999; Yeh & Shi, 1999). The challenges consist of integrating and tailoring these methods to address specific needs for geo-spatial image information management, as well as to develop hybrid similarity measures that seamlessly integrate very different types of contextual knowledge afforded by query sketches, result images and metadata, image annotations, textual rationale annotations, and multimedia annotations.

The method of annotating multimedia is related to annotating for the semantic web (e.g., [Champin, Prié, & Mille, 2001]) and multimedia indexing (e.g., Perry & Lewis, 1998; Worring et al., 2002), which focus on developing and leveraging annotated descriptions of the media content. Here, we focus rather on a task-centric view of annotation, providing for and employing annotations about how an image relates to the task at hand, though this will necessarily involve some reference to image content which may later be used to refine indexing. Multimedia database approaches such as QBIC (Niblack et al., 1997) provide for image segmentation and annotation, but also focus on contextualizing individual images, rather than task experiences.

Previous work in CBR has made use of multimedia cases (e.g., Barber et al., 1992; Burke & Kass, 1996), but the case media is not employed directly for retrieval; rather, the case indices are crafted semantic representations of the media content, an overhead we seek to avoid. While we make use of the information as part of task similarity rather than task structure, the system is instrumented to collect information about user interactions in terms of browsing and usage in a manner similar to the usage model in Egyed-Zsigmond, Mille, and Prié (2003).

3. System architecture

In this section we describe the architectural components of our system. Such a system relies on a three-tier architecture comprising three main layers, namely the Client Layer, the Application Server Layer, and the Image/Knowledge Base Layer as outlined in Fig. 4.

All communications between the client layer and the image/knowledge base layer are conducted through the application server layer. The application is executed on the client using an applet that runs in a standard web browser’s Java Virtual Machine (JVM). The applet communicates with the application server using the existing HTTP networking protocol.

The application server layer contains all executable application programs, including: the image matching and processing algorithms, the database updating and maintenance routines, as well as the knowledge retrieval and management programs.

The image/knowledge base layer contains all image and query data and other information manipulated by the system.
The functionality of the overall system comprises two main components: image retrieval and knowledge management. In the following sections we describe each of these components separately including the data/information they handle and the functionality they provide.

4. Image retrieval

The image retrieval component of our system includes a comprehensive image database organised into linked digital libraries of raster images, the objects they contain (feature library) and associated textual information (metadata library and associated annotations). Based on these image characteristics, our system provides a baseline functionality for image querying. A typical task-based query to our image repository is a straightforward request to a geo-spatial image database, and it could consist of specified metadata, semantic information, and a sketched configuration of image-objects.

For example, if the user decided to retrieve all images related to their shopping center query, the query process is as follows:

- Process the metadata library and retrieve all images that match to the specified metadata criterion (e.g. scale, location, etc.).
- Follow the links from this subset of images to the semantic library of annotations where it would identify which of these images contained areas of previously undeveloped land close to areas of housing/high population and good infrastructure.
Use the semantic input criteria to further narrow down the list of images to search within for the required query shapes outlined in the user sketch.

Use this further subset of imagery to select, through feature linking, a refined subset of features within the feature library to match individual objects in the query sketch against.

Retrieve all the imagery linked to the best matched features in this refined subset from the feature library.

Determine which of these images were returned more than once, i.e. which images contain all of the objects in the query configuration.

Process the spatial relations of the query scene on this final subset of imagery and return a prioritised list of imagery as the query result.

When a feature gets matched to an image, its centroid coordinates within the image are recorded as well as the top left and bottom right coordinates of the query feature's minimum bounding rectangle (MBR), after scaling and rotation have taken place. Spatial relations on the image are determined through the use of the matched query features MBRs instead of the actual image-objects because the image is in raster (non-vectorised) format and therefore no a-priori information is known about any image-object (in particular, their boundaries). Also, it is straightforward to determine the MBR containing the pixels composing the translated/rotated/scaled query object and using their MBRs allows for spatial relations to be built and queried in real-time.

An important component of the comprehensive digital image database is the feature library that contains a set of distinct features (i.e. image-object shapes) and links to relevant images where such features appear. The role of the feature library is to allow for efficient querying through the optimal organisation of image-object data, in the form of previously sketched queries, and to provide the crucial link between this abridged group of raster features and a library of images. Feature-image linking allows us to avoid matching against the actual images, which can be very time consuming even for a small library of imagery. Thus real-time image querying and retrieval is made possible.

The organisation of the feature library into a tree-like structure (e.g. Agouris, Carswell, & Stefanidis, 1999) enables it to act like a multi-stage screening mechanism that minimises the risk of wasting considerable time making passes over extensive data that have no chance of selection. For example, the first screening criterion will eliminate as potential matching candidates most of the features within the library. A secondary screening criterion will eliminate the next greatest number of alternatives and so on down through the feature library tree hierarchy.

The feature library is linked many-to-many with the image library. That is, one image could be linked to more than one feature within the feature library and one feature could be linked to more than one image in the image library. Due to the dynamic natures of the image library and query building, the feature library is constantly adding, subtracting and otherwise updating its features, links, and internal organisation. It also therefore needs to be autonomous in that it automatically
maintains its own contents depending on the changing states of these external but integrated components.

5. Knowledge management

Our storage, indexing, and retrieval tools provide a highly effective means for exploiting geo-spatial image information, and they play a natural role in supporting the overarching task-based needs of organisations that rely on such information. Organisations are increasingly concerned about the capture and management of knowledge assets.

Managing the knowledge implicit in using geo-spatial imagery to address particular tasks is crucial for capturing and making the most effective use of organisational knowledge assets. This serves both to facilitate workflow by providing employee access to bestpractice examples, as well as to grow a repository of task-based experience as a resource for support, training, and minimizing organizational knowledge loss as a result of workforce turnover. Our approach addresses task-based knowledge management by providing:

1. A flexible environment to support analysis and elucidation of relevant geo-spatial image information that can easily be integrated as part of existing workflow, and
2. Intelligent tools to support capture and re-use of encapsulated task-based interactions and context.

When interacting with geo-spatial image information in service of a task goal, the user needs to be able to tease out the particular informational aspects that support the task goal. Ideally, two work products emerge – first, the actual information as applied to the task, and second, a record of the information gathering process that allows for incremental development and provides a reference for subsequent justification and refinement if necessary. As the user often needs to make notes and annotations in order to support the former, the latter can be supported in a natural way by integrating annotation tools tailored to the information gathering environment. This also supports efficient interaction, as it minimizes the need to divert attention from the information source.

In order to support the user in constructing the most on-point information kernels, we have designed a task-environment for managing and annotating task-based information. Within this environment we have developed tools for direct image manipulation, such as filters, transformations, highlighting, sketching, and post-it type annotations. These allow the user to, among other things, locate and define regions of interest in the images. The user-defined regions can then be linked to clarifications or rationale, initially in the form of textual annotations, as well as linking relevant associated geo-spatial data. The manipulations and annotations do not alter the underlying images or geo-spatial information, rather they are layered to provide a task-specific view.
Our system provides for the capture and refinement of more general task-based ideas and rationale by allowing for resources to be attached to this experience package. A typical interaction with the system then can capture the sketch and geo-spatial query or queries posed by the user, the results that were found to be useful, as well as the user’s annotations of the results. All of the contextual knowledge required to address the task goal can thus be captured as a package or case of experience. These cases are referred to as sessions.

The capture of task-based experience cases is the foundation of the knowledge management process. It enables an increasingly powerful cycle of proactive support that can:

- Make available relevant task knowledge from a user’s own previous work.
- Facilitate knowledge sharing by retrieving potentially relevant knowledge from other user experiences.
- Provide training support for novice users.
- Enable automatic proactive support by retrieving potentially relevant knowledge based on the partial task context.

Because the knowledge management system is tightly coupled with the tasks that the user is performing, the system can make proactive recommendations in a natural and unobtrusive manner by monitoring the user’s current task context. Based on increments in the geo-spatial image information accessed and annotations provided, the system can correspondingly anticipate and update what previous experiential knowledge would be relevant at that stage, making it available to the user. The knowledge must be provided unobtrusively, so that it need only be accessed when required. Thus the process of knowledge retrieval does not distract from the task at hand, yet makes relevant knowledge available just-in-time.

The development of the task environment leverages tools that are developed for other parts of the system. The most complicated aspects deal with image manipulation and draw on lower-level tools that are used in authoring the geo-spatial image data. The challenge for the interface development in this aspect of the system is to develop a flexible architecture that enables customisation of the user interface, support for multiple types of annotation, and easily afford contextual and user interaction information to the knowledge management tools. In addition, we are investigating human–computer interaction issues in how best to provide knowledge support in a manner that is unobtrusive, so as not to interrupt ongoing work, but also effectively convey the presence and type of knowledge support available.

6. Implementation

Our image retrieval system utilises metadata entry, semantic input and the image matching algorithms developed in (Carswell, 2000) to return relevant imagery. The system, however, is not dependent on the image similarity algorithms described in
(Carswell, 2000), indeed it may be integrated with any such image matching algorithm. We have integrated these components with a graphic user interface (GUI) through which users may interact easily with the system (O’Sullivan, McLoughlin, Bertolotto, & Wilson, 2003).

When a user logs in to the application, they are directed to an interface that enables them to search directly for images that correspond to their current task needs. Queries can be constructed using a combination of metadata, semantic information, and pen-based sketch input. The user can formulate an image library query using any combination of these elements.

The metadata screen allows a user to formulate a query based on the image location, scale, creation date, and semantic keys. For example, a user might be interested in building a shopping center near Boston and wish to view recent images of possible building sites and related areas. As shown in Fig. 5, the user could enter the location as Boston and a small scale value, as they wish to view large areas of land.

Once the user has formulated their query using any combination of the search screens, they can initiate the search.

The resulting matching images are returned to the search screen in a new tab. Matching images are displayed as a list of thumbnails with their associated matching percentage score, as shown in Fig. 6. A subset of the metadata for each image is available as tooltip text when mousing over the image.

The user can browse the images retrieved in the results screen and select any images that are relevant to the task at hand. The selected images are collected in the current user context and made available for manipulation and annotation.

To illustrate the annotation tools, we return to our shopping center example. After retrieving and selecting imagery relevant to Boston, the user can manipulate and/or annotate each image using a substantial set of tools, as shown in Fig. 7.

The tools are a subset of what might typically be found in a fully-fledged image processing suite. We have selected the kinds of image manipulations that would

![Fig. 5. Query by metadata.](image-url)
Fig. 6. Matching images.

Fig. 7. Image manipulation screen.
be most useful in helping to analyse and focus on image features (e.g., high-pass filtering). All of the sketching manipulations can be performed in a variety of colours and brush styles. The architecture has also been designed to facilitate the addition of new types of image tools as the need arises.

The user can then go on to add personal media annotations to the image as a whole or to particular highlighted image aspects. Currently, the system supports annotation by text, audio, and video. The system integrates real-time audio and video capture as well as compression. A wide variety of compression formats are supported, including QuickTime, Mpeg and H.263. All textual, audio and video annotations can be previewed before being incorporated as part of the knowledge base, and once recorded they can be saved and uploaded to the image context as a knowledge parcel associated with the task in question. Returning to our shopping center example, in Fig. 8, the user has made use of the transformation and annotation tools in carrying out their task.

They have highlighted some areas of housing by drawing coloured rectangles around them. This indicates that they believe that these areas may provide a good customer base for the development. They have highlighted the infrastructure of the area by means of the white line. They have also added a textual comment to an undeveloped area close to both the populated area and the main road, indicating interest in the feasibility of development in this area.

In Fig. 9, the user has made annotations to another image that indicate that this may also be a suitable site for the construction of the shopping center.
Here the user has uploaded a video file to an area of the image that is highly populated. They may have recorded this video while they were carrying out their task or this may have been an existing file that they had in their possession containing information specific to shopping center construction. The textual and video media annotations are represented by icons, which are painted on the image. If the user mouses over any of these icons the region associated with the annotation is emphasized by a rectangle drawn around the icon. This is shown by the dark rectangle around the camera icon in Fig. 9. The user can click on any of these icons to display a pop-up description as shown in Fig. 10.

The system also supports annotation by cut, copy and paste between a given image and other images in the dataset, as well as images in any application that supports clipboard functionality for the given operating system. A user’s entire process of image interaction in the system is stored as an encapsulated session case. Note that a session can be saved and re-opened to continue processing later.

6.1. Annotation based retrieval

The capture of task-based experience cases is the foundation of the knowledge management process. In the first phase of the work, we are focusing our annotation-based retrieval on textual annotations, using information retrieval metrics as a basis for similarity. We presume that image retrieval is taking place toward some goal in the context of an overall work flow. Given a textual representation of the
task context, we can match previously annotated session images to the current context.

This allows both querying by task context alone, as well as providing an additional factor that can be taken into account in conjunction with the original image query components. Moreover, the task descriptions and image query elements can be used to retrieve entire sessions as relevant to supporting the current task. Task descriptions could be provided by the user directly. Since we expect our system to be used in the context of an overall workflow, we have designed the system to link directly with upstream task descriptions, as they are provided to the user. This could also allow multiple users to share the same context for cooperative tasks. We also take relevant parts of any metadata provided as part of the task description context.

The system task-based retrieval employs indexes in three separate spaces:

1. Annotation Index—IR vector space across all textual annotations, where each annotation represents a “document”.
2. Image Index—IR vector space across all images, where the text for each image is composed of the combined text from all annotations and metadata.
3. Session Index—IR vector space across all sessions, where the text for each session is composed of the task description and user metadata query information.

These indices are used in two different types of retrieval: image retrieval and session retrieval.
6.1.1. Image retrieval

Image retrieval serves two purposes. First, task-based similarity can be used directly to access annotated images in the image library. Second, it can be integrated with similarities from the other types of query information, such as by image content, to provide a more refined overall metric for retrieval.

In searching for relevant images, similarity is computed as follows. If the image passes the metadata filter:

- Compute similarity in the image index.
- Compute and average similarities for each attached annotation in the annotation index.
- Compute the final image score as the average of overall image and individual annotation similarities.

6.1.2. Session retrieval

As the system builds up encapsulated user interactions, another type of retrieval is enabled, retrieving entire previous task-based sessions. This enables a current user to look for the previous image analysis tasks that are most similar to the current task both to find relevant imagery and to examine the decisions and rationale that went into addressing the earlier task. One challenge in retrieving previous sessions has been how to present an entire session to the user in a manner that is compact enough to allow multiple results to be viewed simultaneously while still providing enough information for the user to discriminate potential relevancy. Fig. 11 shows an example of our results for retrieved sessions.

In order to keep session listings small and still provide enough discriminatory information, each session result is summarised to include the following:

- Percent similarity score.
- The most discriminating query information (if more than one) for the session (since we have captured which results were actually used, we know which queries were most fruitful).
- The most important annotations (words, phrases, media buttons that play any audio or video clips uploaded during the session and are deemed to have the high similarity to the current user’s context).
- Thumbnail versions of the most important images (images that have been annotated or browsed as part of the similar users context and bear relevance to the current users task and have been ranked accordingly).

In searching for relevant sessions, similarity is computed as follows. For each previous session above a threshold similarity:

- Compute the preliminary similarity session score in vector space across all sessions, where the text for each session is composed of the task description, annotations and user metadata query information.
• Compute the number of images annotated and browsed in that session as a fraction of the total number of images returned.
• Compute the final session score as the weighted sum of session similarity, proportion of annotated and browsed images.

The proportions of annotated and browsed images provide a measure of the relative usefulness of a given session, and they are given a parameterized weighting relative (currently lower) to the session index similarity component. The scores for the individual images annotated or browsed in a similar session are calculated by comparing any textual annotations made to those images during that session to the metadata and textual task description entered by the current user. If the user wishes to view the annotations made to an image returned in a similar session, they may do so by clicking on the thumbnail, which brings up the image and all its annotations in the image manipulation screen. Here the user has an opportunity to read a textual comment uploaded by the similar user and also to play audio and video clips uploaded as part of the similar session. The user may further annotate this image if they wish and/or retain the previous users annotations by adding it to their current session image context. The overall similar sessions scores as well as the scores assigned to individual images belonging to these similar sessions vary dynamically based on the interaction of the current user. For example if our user annotates or browses images that another user has already found useful in the context of their task, the scores assigned to these images will increase as the current user proceeds with their own task. Conversely session or image scores will decrease if associated queries, annotations, or images are ignored by our current user.
If a user decides to incorporate the work of another user as part of their own session, this knowledge is implicitly captured by the system and the scores associated with that session as well as the re-used annotations are updated to reflect this recycling process. Once the user saves the desired previous/new annotations, all of these annotations are transferred to the current user’s view of the image. The user may perform many different queries and annotate or manipulate many images during the course of a session, and these are all saved as part of the users profile when they exit the application.

7. Evaluation

For the initial phase of the implementation, we have conducted testing with 17 different task scenarios using a library of 50 images with novice task-domain users. Sessions were completed each in one pass, without engaging in feedback and refinement. The current experiments are designed more to test whether the system is performing as expected rather than to provide an absolute measure of utility. We plan to carry out more extensive user trials in the near future. The ideal way to test the system, of course, would be to conduct user trials with task-domain experts, and we are actively seeking outlets for such testing.

7.1. Image retrieval using annotations

The goal of our evaluation in this instance was to show that with the addition of annotations to images in the library, image retrieval would improve over time. Firstly an empty library of sessions and annotations was constructed. Then our users interacted with the system to create a series of new task sessions. During each session the users added annotations to selected images that they considered relative to their task. Six different categories of task description were outlined, corresponding to civil development in the following areas: airports, hotels, bridges, hospitals, stadiums and shopping centers. An example task description might be: “build a shopping center in the suburbs of the city where infrastructure is good and land is inexpensive.”

The users entered task descriptions for each of the outlined categories and initiated searches on the library. The results were returned to them as a set of ranked images in each case. The matching scores were recorded for each image, and the user selected images for annotation that seemed relevant to the task description. The annotations for each image were recorded, but not indexed, in order to provide a baseline retrieval performance for the system with annotations. A total of 20 sessions were added. The experiment was then repeated using the same task descriptions to evaluate how the image scores change with the addition of indexed textual annotations. Fig. 12(a–d) shows the results for the most relevant 4 images (judged by the user) for each session. In each graph there are six separate queries represented along the X-axis where the light/dark columns (e.g. A, A1) give the similarity respectively without and with indexed annotations for that particular query. As expected, there
was an increase in the image matching scores, demonstrating the usefulness of including textual annotations for retrieval.

7.2. Session retrieval

In order to evaluate the retrieval of similar sessions, three new task descriptions (different from the 17 used for evaluating image retrieval) were then constructed in three of the predefined categories. The top three similar sessions returned by the application were analyzed and their results deemed to be relevant or irrelevant. The first task description corresponded to the “Airport” category. The task description entered by the user outlined that they were interested in viewing images of existing airports as an aid to developing a new airport facility. They sought general information concerning airport locations and orientations with regard to the urban areas which they service, land elevation, infrastructure and the average land space occupied. The top three similar sessions returned for the airport category were then recorded and analyzed. The scores associated with the top three sessions in this instance were 40.68%, 15.14% and 14.82% respectively. The task description of the first similar session outlined a scenario where the user was interested in constructing a new airport. It differed from the task description of the current session, however, in that the user was not interested in retrieving images of existing airports. Rather, they simply wished to view areas of land that would be appropriate for such a new development. Both task descriptions contained text associated with the airport domain such as elevation and land-space, as did some of the annotations uploaded.
by the user of the similar session to the images returned in their session. This session was deemed to be useful in fulfilling the current task description.

In the second similar session the user had entered a task requesting the retrieval of images in order to analyze general land usage in the selected cities. Some of the images returned by the similar session depicted airports, and the user had made annotations in this regard. The session score was higher because some more general use terminology, such as land and urban appear in both queries. The session was deemed to be moderately related to the current task. The third most similar session user was interested in constructing a stadium in an urban area. The tasks are similar in that the land sites required for both developments are relatively large when compared to many other development domains and this is reflected in the session score. In both cases it is preferable for the development sites to be located away from the center of urban areas, given cost and the scale of previous development. This session also seems to see gains in similarity from more general use terminology that parallels the domains. We expect that there would be more marked differences allowing for finer distinctions with task-domain experts and more substantial task descriptions. This session was deemed quite similar, but not very relevant.

Similar evaluations were carried out in the development categories of “Bridge”—top three sessions: 35.59% (relevant), 14.65% (very relevant), and 13.79% (not relevant), and “Hotel”—top two sessions: 52.19% (relevant) and 20.14% (relevant). Only two sessions were retrieved in total for the “Hotel” task. While these initial results are only indicative, they do show that the system is performing as expected. We intend to undertake larger scale testing in the near future, and we realize that there are many factors that will need to be accounted for, including a larger range of categories, scaling the number of annotations, and refining vocabulary toward more domain-specific usage.

8. Conclusions

In this paper we presented the geo-spatial image retrieval and knowledge management system we are developing. The main contributions of our work consist of providing an intuitive and effective retrieval environment based on user-drawn sketches and case-base reasoning and knowledge management techniques for developing and annotating task-based information. A knowledge base is built from previous experiences to improve future query processing.

Particular attention has been given to the design of a user-friendly graphic interface that, besides facilitating the query input phase, also displays the results of the query with a clear layout.

Experiments show the initial system implementation performing as expected, and we hope to scale testing as the implementation progresses. As the system matures, we expect to provide knowledge support in a flexible manner that can be easily integrated with existing infrastructure, and we intend to make use of existing standards for communication between system modules and for external communication.
For example, we will incorporate Geography Markup Language (GML) (http://www.opengis.org) support as the standard develops. Furthermore, we are investigating optimisation strategies in the form of efficient indexing as well as organisational/storage structures for image databases to obtain the best possible performance.

Once the implementation of the full prototype system nears completion, it will become publicly available over the web. We are currently in the process of transferring the system to the mobile platform and the system will also be available via this medium. The employment of progressive transmission of raster images (e.g., based on wavelets, etc.) will be investigated to facilitate access and delivery of large datasets over slow communication links.

We expect that system capabilities would be enhanced by including more formal representations such as domain ontologies, and we are particularly interested in the possibility of automatically deriving and linking categories based on analysis of task data. We plan to look into adding other resources, such as chaining the supporting experience cases, as well speech-to-text in order to support expanded media retrieval.

In the longer term, we plan to consider the analysis of matching results of images corresponding to the same geographic area in order to detect changes. This technique could be modified to allow for such temporal reasoning on the database. By loosening up object/relation constraints and by analysing matching percentages, we will be able to detect temporal changes in some areas, such as: the elimination of some objects, changes in object shape, and change in location.

Finally, we are planning to integrate personalisation techniques in the feature library organisation: indeed, different users can sketch the same object in very different ways. Each user will then have a personalised version of the feature library.
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